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ABSTRACT

Active probing techniques have overwhelmingly been based on a

few key heuristics. To progress to the next level a more power-

ful approach is needed, which is capable of filtering noise effec-

tively, designing (and defining) optimal probing strategies, and un-

derstanding fundamental limitations. We provide a probabilistic,

queueing-theoretic treatment that contributes to this program in the

single hop case. We provide an exact inversion method for cross

traffic distributions, rigorous system identifiability results to help

determine what active probing can and can’t achieve, a new ap-

proach for treating queueing theoretic ‘noise’ based on condition-

ing, and cross traffic estimators with enhanced properties.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network manage-

ment; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement techniques.

General Terms

Management, Measurement, Performance.

Keywords

Active Measurement, Cross traffic, Probing, Conditioning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Active probing techniques, that is techniques that inject test pack-

ets called probes, have become one of the main ways in which the

performance of IP networks is measured. The literature initially

focused on delays and losses, but has since progressed to the esti-

mation of metrics such as link bandwidths [3, 6, 8, 15], available

bandwidth [7], and even cross traffic [14, 17] which reach deeper

and deeper into the network.

While the literature has become quite extensive, and many so-

phisticated techniques have been proposed, their heuristic nature

has made it difficult for the field to progress to the next level. For

example, with rare exceptions, a probabilistic treatment of the tra-

ditional FIFO tandem queueing path model has not been attempted.

As a result, estimation methods have lacked a proper statistical

backing, without which estimation bias and variance can not be

properly defined, much less determined. The lack of theoretical

backing has also restricted the discovery of new approaches, which
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generally follow the availability of sharper, more informed insight

into a problem. Another area which has remained under-developed

is our knowledge of the in-principle potential, and limitations, of

active probing. Are some methods attempting the impossible? This

is a question which has not been answered, and rarely asked. There

is currently no consensus on what can and cannot in fact be mea-

sured, and no results available capable of determining if the goals

of current techniques are feasible or not.

In this paper, we describe an original approach to active probing,

built around the measurement of cross traffic, and use it to address

each of the lacunae identified above. Cross traffic estimation is an

ambitious but important target of active probing, as it ‘is’ the dy-

namic component of networks. We provide a rigorous queueing

theoretic analysis, and by conditioning on delay in a novel way, use

it to give results on the inherent limitations of probing. Specifi-

cally, we ask whether cross traffic can be unambiguously identified

through probing, or equivalently, whether delay information car-

ried by probes can always be inverted to determine the full prob-

ability law governing cross traffic. We find that there are indeed

fundamental ambiguities at the sample path level, and further that

ambiguities may persist in the distributions also.

The conditioning approach developed turns out to be more than

just a way to examine the question of invertibility. First, it suc-

ceeds in perfectly accounting for the perturbation caused by probes

themselves, allowing aspects of the system to be studied as if the

probes weren’t there. In this sense it solves the ‘inversion prob-

lem’ recently emphasised in [2]. Second, in contrast to heuristics,

which typically assume that probe pairs fall into the same busy pe-

riods, conditioning allows us to determine the probes that least de-

viate from this assumption. This leads to a new way of treating the

‘noise’ or ‘filtering’ problem of active probing, using an optimisa-

tion viewpoint based on trading off bias and variance along a fam-

ily of estimates generated by conditioning on a sequence of delay

values. This methodology can be viewed as a kind of ‘advanced

packet pair’. Finally, we apply this approach to cross traffic esti-

mation, and show using simulations, trace-based experiments and

novel live experiments, how estimator performance, which is now

quantifiable because event probabilities are defined, is significantly

improved.

Because of the technical challenges in looking at such prob-

lems probabilistically, in this paper we treat a single FIFO hop

model. Although this is clearly restrictive, our results are nonethe-

less significant from several points of view. First, despite this be-

ing the least challenging case, we show that there are fundamental

limits to what probe based inference can achieve. In a multi-hop

case, such limitations can only grow (dramatically). Second, many
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of the methods appearing in the literature (for example those for

link capacities) are really single-hop methods applied to multi-hop

data, with the effects of other hops being viewed in some sense

as ‘noise’. Our work improves on this class of methods by provid-

ing an estimation methodology, based on delay conditioning, which

can not only improve estimation performance but also broadens

the range of circumstances under which single hop methods can

be meaningfully employed. Third, single-hop methods apply di-

rectly to the measurement of cross traffic in routers, about which

relatively little is known. Our approach is innovative, provides de-

tailed insight, and can be used in architectures that allow multi-hop

paths to be measured using single-hop methods [11].

We know of no other work which is closely related, technically,

to what we present here. However, recent work [9] revisited the

single hop case from an analytic perspective (an extension to multi-

hop appeared in [10]). Their work focused on the convergence of

long term average available bandwidth, measured by probe trains,

to fluid model limits. Our work is closely related to available band-

width estimation, since in the one-hop context, a complete knowl-

edge of cross traffic implies the same for available bandwidth, as

their sum is just the (constant) link capacity. However, in contrast

to [9], we go beyond averages to provide entire distributions, and

go further to tackle a far more challenging problem: inversion of

the whole cross traffic process. Our analysis is also exact, and valid

for small numbers of probes, rather than asymptotic. On the other

hand, we require technical assumptions which will not be exactly

satisfied in practice, as detailed below. A very early version of part

of this work appears in [13]. An expanded and more detailed ver-

sion of this work appears in the technical report [12].

2. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH
We consider a single hop system, modeled as a single server

queue with known service rate µ, and an infinite buffer. Probes
are of constant size p bytes, corresponding to a transmission time
of x = p/µ > 0 seconds. Probe n arrives to the queue at time Tn

and leaves it at time T ′
n. As cross traffic (CT), that is non probe traf-

fic, is our object of study, we specify it in a general way rather than

imposing a rigid model. We denote the CT workload (in seconds)

arriving to the queue in a time interval I by the random variable
A(I), and write A(t) as a shorthand for A([0, t)).
Whereas the arrival times {Tn} are decided by the prober, the

departure times {T ′
n} are determined by the interaction of probes

and CT in the queueing system. Using standard queueing theory for

FIFO queues (for example see [1]), the equation describing these is

T ′
n+1 =x+

ˆ`

T ′
n + A([Tn, Tn+1))

´

∨ sup
v∈[Tn,T

n+1]

(v + A([v, Tn+1))
˜

where x ∨ y denotes the maximum of x and y. The left hand argu-
ment of ∨ dominates when the probes are in the same busy period,
as then the departure time of probe n + 1 is simply determined by
the cross traffic A([Tn, Tn+1)) filling the space between them. In
the other case the waiting time experienced by probe n+1 depends
only on the cross-traffic that arrived in its busy period, and this is

found by the supremum.

Subtracting Tn+1 from both sides of the equation above, a recur-

sive relationship emerges for the excess delay Rn = T ′
n − Tn − x.

above the minimum probe transmission time x:

Rn+1 = (x + Rn + Cn) ∨ Bn , (1)

where

Cn = A([Tn, Tn+1)) − (Tn+1 − Tn), (2)

Bn = sup
v∈[Tn,T

n+1]

(A([v, Tn+1)) − (Tn+1 − v)) . (3)

We see that the relationship between the excess delay Rn of probe

n and Rn+1 of probe n + 1 is controlled by the pair of correlated
variables (Bn, Cn) which depend on the cross traffic process A.
It follows that the delays of adjacent probes carry ‘encoded’ infor-

mation on the distribution of (Bn, Cn), and in particular, on Cn

which is just the net service time that arrives in [Tn, Tn+1). If
t = Tn+1 − Tn is the input probe separation, Equation (2) states

that A(t) = Cn + t, so knowing Cn is equivalent to knowing the

distribution of CT over this interval. Furthermore, note thatBn and

Cn are functionals of the cross traffic over the interval [Tn, Tn+1)
only, they are neither influenced by the probes, nor by the queue

state. Thus, if we can learn about the distribution of (Bn, Cn), we
would know details of the CT which are unaffected by the perturb-

ing effect of probes on the system. In the language of [2], we would

have solved a difficult inversion problem for the cross traffic. The

joint distribution of (Bn, Cn) is thus of key importance, and we
now focus on determining how to extract it from probe data.

It follows from the definitions ofBn and Cn thatBn ≥ 0,Bn ≥
Cn, and Bn ≤ Cn + (Tn+1 − Tn), and therefore that the density
h(k, l) of (Bn, Cn) is zero outside of a region we call the ‘strip’
defined by

strip: (k, l) : k − t ≤ l ≤ k, k ≥ 0. (4)

Figure 1 shows the strip in the case Tn+1 − Tn = t, and where the
variables have been discretised.

3. INVERSION AND IDENTIFIABILITY
In this section we will describe the core method which enables

delay data to be inverted for the cross traffic distribution. In contrast

with prior work, the analysis is exact. However, we will require the

following technical assumptions

(i) Rn is independent of (Bn, Cn, (Tn+1 − Tn));

(ii) The sequence {Rn} is an ergodic Markov chain.

Examples in which these assumptions hold will be discussed in

Section 3.2, but we note here that (i) implies Rn is determined by

what the n-th probe encounters when it arrives in the queue at time
Tn, whereas (Bn, Cn, (Tn+1 − Tn)), is a function of what arrives
after Tn.

We henceforth assume that all variables, including time, are dis-

crete. This assumption is not essential, as the discretisation can be

made as fine as we wish. We will assume the system to be in its

stationary regime.

3.1 Inversion
Imagine we observe the system for a long time, and store a com-

plete history of the random variables {Rn} and {Tn}. Scanning
over this history, for any fixed t > 0, r ≥ 0we could pick out those
n for which Tn+1 − Tn = t and Rn = r, and consider the corre-
sponding Rn+1 values. The conditions on ergodicity given above

ensure that all possible values of Rn, in fact all possible 3-tuples

(Rn, Bn, Cn), will occur arbitrarily often. This means that from a
single sample path we will be able to see all possible observations.

The key benefit in considering the conditional delays just de-

scribed is that they correspond to a sub-sequence of (Bn, Cn) pairs
sharing the same fixed t. In other words we gain access to multiple
samples of (Rn, Rn+1) pairs linked by the same joint (B,C) dis-
tribution. The corresponding t-conditional recursion relation link-
ing the excess delay R of such a probe to the excess delay S of the
next probe, which arrives a time t later, is given by

S = [x + R + C] ∨ B. (5)
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Figure 1: The domain {k, l} where the joint density h(k, l) of
(B, C) vanishes is shown as white. The support of (B, C) is the
strip k− t ≤ l ≤ k, k ≥ 0 shown as the light coloured band. An
observation of (R,S) = (r, s) corresponds to a (B, C) = (k, l)
value lying inside an angle shaped set with corner at (k∗, l∗) =
(s, s − r − x). Two angle sets are shown with corners outside
the strip (k = s1) and inside the strip (k = s2). The region

where aggregates of 3 = x + 1 atomic masses are connected is
the exclusion zone where individual h values cannot be found.

where we drop the index n and use (B,C) with the understanding
that it is the conditional joint distribution for a given t.
The fact that R is independent of (B, C) means that S is en-

tirely determined by the observable R, and the independent unob-
servable joint distribution of (B,C). As the unknown is now just
a 2-dimensional distribution (rather than some detailed history of a

whole process), this is an important increase in tractability brought

about by fixing t and by the technical assumptions.
We denote the density of the observable ‘S given R’ by fr(s) =

P (S = s|R = r), and its CDF by Fr(s) =
P

i≤s
fr(i) = P (S ≤

s|R = r). These are assumed known (for the moment, this will
change later when we deal with estimation), since for a sufficiently

large number of probes we can in principle measure them to arbi-

trary accuracy.

As for what is unobservable, we denote the discrete density and

the 2-dimensional cumulative distribution function (CDF) of (B, C)
respectively by

h(k, l) = P (B = k, C = l), (6)

H(k, l) = P (B ≤ k, C ≤ l), (7)

for values k ≥ 0, l ≥−t inside the strip. c(l) and C(l), l ≥ −t,
are the density and CDF resp. of the marginal corresponding the

variable C, and similarly b(k) and B(k), k ≥ 0, for B. We will
also need the following ‘approximations’ to c(l) and b(l):

c(k, l) =

k
X

i=0

h(i, l); b(k, l) =

l
X

i=−t

h(k, i). (8)

The sets of (k, l) pairs in the sums defining c(·, ·) and b(·, ·) appear
in Figure 1 as finite horizontal and vertical bars respectively.

We are at last ready to describe how the inversion works. We

begin by writing down an expression for fr(s) by accounting the
cases when either the left or the right hand arguments in Equa-

tion (5) equals s. Due to the independence of R from (B, C), this

can be simply written as

fr(s) = P (B ≤ s, C = s − r − x)

+ P (B = s, C ≤ s − r − x − 1) (9)

= c(s, s − r − x) + b(s, s − r − x − 1) (10)

=H(s, s − r − x) − H(s − 1, s − r − x − 1). (11)

This probability corresponds to a sum of h(k, l) over an ‘angle
shaped’ set, with corner at (k∗, l∗) = (s, s − r − x).
Two examples of angle sets are illustrated in Figure 1. A particular

observation of S = s given R = r corresponds to a (B, C) =
(k, l) value, which, although unobservable, must lie inside the an-
gle set defined by (r, s). We see that the available information con-
cerning h(k, l) comes in the form of the probabilities, given by
fr(s) for different observed (r, s), of falling into different angle
sets. All other knowledge of the joint density must be obtained by

combining such sets in different combinations. We will describe

two particular examples of particular interest.

The first example shows how to extract the marginal density of

C exactly. It uses the fact that B ≤ C + t (corresponding to the
top edge of the strip), which implies that B ≤ x + r + C if R =
r ≥ t − x. Hence, for r ≥ t − x, Equation (5) implies that

P (S = s|R = r) = P (x + R + C = s|R = r)

= P (C = s − r − x|R = r)

= P (C = s − r − x). (12)

The last step follows from the independence of R and (B, C).
Thus, for each fixed R = r obeying r ≥ t − x we have

c(l) = fr(l + r + x). (13)

The above expressions essentially choose observations correspond-

ing to large delay values of the first probe in a pair. The large delay

ensures that the queue is busy until the next probe arrives. The dif-

ference between such a delay and the next delay is used to estimate

the distribution of cross-traffic arriving between them. In terms of

angle sets, this simply corresponds to taking a corner (k∗, l∗) with
l∗ = s− r − x, and k∗ large enough so that the horizontal compo-

nent of the angle completely traverses the strip (see the rightmost

angle in Figure 1). The vertical component in such cases falls be-

low the strip, and thereby contains zero probability. Though B is
not used in the above expressions, we find it useful in deriving ap-

proximate expressions, which are more practical, later in the paper.

The second example shows how to recover the underlying den-

sity h(k, l) itself. We first use Equation (11) to solve for c(k, l):

c(k, l) = H(k, l) − H(k, l − 1)

= Fk−l−x(k) − Fk−l−x+1(k)

=
k

X

i=0

[fk−l−x(i) − fk−l−x+1(i)]

= fr(r + l + x) + Fr(r + l + x − 1)

− Fr+1(r + l + x), (14)

where r = k − l − x. The second and third lines follow imme-
diately from the fact that H(k, l) = Fk−l−x(k) is by definition a
‘rectangle’ set that can be decomposed into nested angle sets. Since

h(k, l) = c(k, l) − c(k − 1, l), this result provides us with a con-
venient way of finding the joint density, by taking the difference of
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two ’horizontal bar’ sets which differ in width by one:

h(k, l) =
k−1
X

i=0

[2fk−l−x(i) − fk−l−x−1(i) − fk−l−x+1(i)]+

[fk−l−x(k) − fk−l−x+1(k)] (15)

= Fk−l−x(k) + Fk−l−x(k − 1)−

Fk−l−x+1(k)−Fk−l−x−1(k − 1). (16)

However, since Fr(s) is undefined for r < 0, the above expression
can be used only when k − l − x ≥ 1. Hence, it cannot be used
to determine individual h(k, l) values for k − l ≤ x. We call this
region, marked with smaller rectangles in Figure 1, the exclusion

zone. It is closely related to the issue of identifiability as we discuss

in a moment.

Each of the examples above could be performed for a variety of

different (B, C) variables corresponding to different t values, to
learn about the behaviour of cross traffic on different time scales.

This analysis shows how the highly non-linear nature of queue-

ing can be ‘seen through’ to extract the cross traffic input in an ex-

act and detailed way. In contrast, most prior work in active probing

has been based on heuristics, for example the packet-pair heuristic,

which assumes that probes always share the same busy period, and

has no rigorous way of dealing with cases when they do not.

3.2 Identifiability
When attempting to measure cross traffic using active probing,

a natural question is, what do probes not have access to? what

features are hidden? In this section we show how rigorous insights

into this question can be gained using our probabilistic framework.

We first consider pathwise ambiguity, that is, can different spe-

cific cross traffics give rise to the same sequence of observed probe

delays? In fact the answer is yes. Even in a single hop model, there

are fundamental limits to what can be observed by probes. To see

this, consider a case where two probes share the same busy period,

and where a number of cross traffic packets arrive and are ‘trapped’

between them. The arrival order of the cross traffic packets could

be changed, or a number of them could be replaced with a smaller

number with an equivalent total service time, without altering the

delays of either probe. Similarly, when two successive probes do

not share the same busy period, they have no way of sensing what

happens at every point along the interval of time separating them.

More precisely, all modifications of cross traffic which leave unaf-

fected the (distinct) busy periods containing the probes in question

lead to the same pathwise observations.

We now turn to ambiguity in probability distributions. We ask,

is it always possible, to determine the distribution of any desired

aspect of cross traffic using probes? We begin by completing our

analysis of the exclusion zone begun above. We pointed out that

Equation (16) cannot be used to determine the density values h(k, l)
for (k, l) in the exclusion zone. In fact, it is impossible to do so by
any means. A nice way to see this is geometrically in terms of

angle sets. The highest placed angles are those corresponding to

r = 0, whose corners correspond, not to the top of the strip, but
to the diagonal comprising the lower edge of the exclusion zone.

Since points in the interior of the zone cannot be corners, it is im-

possible to select angles which can be combined so as to ‘cancel’

in a way that isolates the h(k, l) values in the interior of the zone.
It turns out that the only information that can be obtained is the

sum of h(k, l) over l ≤ k ≤ l + x, that is the mass in an aggre-
gate traversing the width of the exclusion zone, as depicted by the

‘molecules’ in Figure 1. Other aggregates involving (k, l) values in
the zone cannot be calculated. One consequence of this is that the

full marginal density b(k) of B is beyond our reach.

To understand in networking terms why the corners cannot lie

in the interior of the exclusion zone, note that the horizontal com-

ponent c(s, s − r − x) of the angle set (r, s), which includes the
corner (refer to Equation (11)), corresponds to (k, l) pairs such that
the two probes share the same busy period, whereas the vertical

component b(s, s − r − x − 1) contains scenarios where they do
not. Because of the invasive impact of the probe size x however,
they must be in the same busy period if l ≥ k − x, which is pre-
cisely the definition of the exclusion zone. The inability to fully

identify the density h(k, l) is thus a direct consequence of the fi-
nite size x of the probes. Smaller x shrinks the exclusion zone and
enables h to be determined more fully.
We have just shown that there is an inherent ambiguity in the

analysis of conditional delays at fixed t. Although it is possible to
recover the marginal distribution of C, this only gives us ‘average’
information about the CT over a scale of t. There are finer grained
aspects of the CT, aspects which will for example determine the

delays experienced by cross traffic packets, about which we know

nothing. The fact that the joint distribution h(k, l) of (B, C) cannot
be fully inverted is a proof of this fact, but is also just the tip of the

iceberg.

To continue the discussion we ask the following question. If

there is ambiguity or lack of identifiability at fixed t, is it funda-
mental, or can it be removed by some other means, perhaps by

looking over multiple t values? The key point here is that any ex-
amination of this question must address the joint nature of the cross

traffic and probe traffic, and cannot typically be answered by con-

sidering CT alone. We give two examples, each of which obeys the

technical assumptions from the beginning of the section, allowing

the inversion technique to be applied.

Example with no fundamental ambiguity: {Tn} is an arbitrary
renewal point process. It is independent of A, which has stationary
independent increments, and infinite support for all t.
A process with stationary independent increments has a particu-

lar structure corresponding to an important property: it is uniquely

specified by its Lévy exponent α(u). Included in this class is the
following model: Poisson packet arrivals, with a general packet

size distribution (an example of h(k, l) for such a process appears
in the left plot of Figure 2). For this one can show (see [12]) that

α(u) =
−1

t
log E[e−uA(t)]. (17)

By conditioning on t and applying the inversion procedure, we can
obtain the corresponding density forC and hence forA(t) = C+t.
But by Equation (17), although we begin with A(t) for a single t
only, we gain access to α(u) and thereby obtain full knowledge of
the process A! Thus in this case there is no fundamental barrier
to system identifiability. Essentially, the assumption of indepen-

dent increments lends a parametric structure to the problem. The

single-t ambiguity of the exclusion zone found above, although still
present, turns out not to be fundamental because, via the Lévy ex-

ponent, (B, C) is constrained to be of a certain form such that if
the law of C is known, then so is that of (B, C).

Example with fundamental ambiguity: {Tn} is periodic with
fixed inter-arrival time t. The sequence of stochastic processes
{A([it, it + v)), 0 ≤ v ≤ t}i∈N is independent and identically

distributed.

This example has the following interpretation/motivation: the

prober chooses to use periodic probing. The value of t is such
that at timescales above it cross traffic can be approximated by a

process with stationary independent increments as in the previous

case, whereas below it we have no information as we have neither a

parametric model to assist us, nor data since probes are periodic. In
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Figure 2: (Left) The density h(k, l) of (B, C) for ρ = 0.8 (darker tones indicate higher density), and corresponding contour lines
giving probability per ‘pixel’. The density is concentrated on discrete l values corresponding to whole numbers of packets. Two
values of l: −120/d and −320/d, which will be used in Figure 3, are shown (d is the number of bytes per time slot). (Middle) The
densitym(r, s) of (R, S) and corresponding contour lines. (Right) The transformation ofm(r, s) into angle density a(k, l). Lines of
constant u = r − s are mapped to horizontal lines in the (k, l) plane. Note that the h(k, l) is not shown here.

this situation the most that can possibly be extracted from probes is

the full density h(k, l), and in this case, the exclusion zone there-
fore corresponds to a fundamental ambiguity. Note that our second

example still does not address the broader question, “what can be

learnt from any possible probing scheme”, but rather asks, “what

remains hidden if periodic probing is used”. The result indicates

that periodic probing is a poor choice in that details below the prob-

ing timescale remain hidden. This is significant as periodic probing

has often been used both in the literature and in practice. Recently

it was pointed out [2] that periodic probing is also ill-advised since

phase-locking effects can cause systematic bias.

4. THE CONDITIONING APPROACH
Equation (13) for the density c(l) of C was derived using con-

ditioning, as it is based on observing S = Rn+1 given Rn for

selected probes. However, it only holds for R = r ≥ t − x, and
unfortunately, such values may be rare or even entirely absent in

practice. For very lightly loaded systems for example, we expect

the excess delay values to be clustered around the minimum value

of R = 0, and most pairs to be about (R, S) = (0, 0). If values
below t − x are used we gain data, but introduce errors, leading to
a variance-bias tradeoff in estimation. In this section, we explain

how this tradeoff operates. It is one of the foundations on which the

estimation in the next section is based, but more importantly here,

it gives rises to a new way of viewing ‘noise’ in active probing,

and a well-defined way of dealing with it. This can be seen as an

intelligent (or generalised) packet pair method, based on controlled

conditioning.

We begin by learning more about the density h(k, l) of (B, C),
and its relationship to the R = r values ‘available’ in a given ex-
periment. Figure 2 (Left) shows h(k, l) for Poisson cross traffic
of intensity ρ = 0.8 and periodic probe traffic. The discretisation
level is set to d = 10 bytes. Cross traffic packets and probes are
p = 40 bytes in size and hence x = p/d = 4, and t = 10p/d.
What we find in this simple illustration is true generally: the mass

is concentrated near the vertical axis, and it is negligible near the

lower edge of the strip for l large enough.
Recall that the angle associated to an observation (R, S) = (r, s)

has its corner located at (k∗, l∗) = (s, s − r − x). It follows that
diagonal lines correspond to corners sharing the same constant r.
The highest such diagonal corresponds to r = 0 (bottom of the ex-
clusion zone). As r increases we move to successively lower diag-
onals, reaching the bottom of the strip at r = t−x, and continuing
below it for r > t − x.
Equation (13) requires r ≥ t−x, which implies the use of angles

whose horizontal component traverse the full width of the strip.

For angles with corners in the interior of the strip (for example the

leftmost angle in Figure 1), there will be an error corresponding to

a missing mass because the horizontal component does not fully

traverse the strip, and additional mass from the unwanted vertical

component. These errors may cancel in part, but in general there

will be a residual corresponding to an estimation bias.

We now look at the question of ‘available’ r values. The middle
plot of Figure 2 shows the joint density m(r, s) of (R, S) (mass
is concentrated on lines of constant u = r − s at large r, since
there the queue cannot empty between the consecutive probes). Us-

ing the mapping between (r, s) and angle corners, we transform
m(r, s) into angle density, a(k, l), shown in the right plot of Fig-
ure 2. This allows us to directly see where angles are likely to lie in

a given experiment. Not unexpectedly, we see that as we move up-

ward in the strip to diagonals corresponding to smaller r, the angle
density increases: we have more data.

We now fix l, and explore the estimation of c(l). To use as much
data as possible, we can do this by taking a weighted sum of angle

sets fr(s) for all r ≥ r, r being a parameter. We define such an
estimator in the next section. Since fr(s) for r < t − x is not
exactly c(l), our estimator has an estimation bias that depends on
r. However, as we decrease r, we have more data and expect the

variance to decrease. It turns out that there is a classic bias-variance

tradeoff operating here. Figure 3 shows this tradeoff for n = 1000
probes. As r decreases, we see continuous change at t − x but
observe a sharp increase in bias later corresponding to the region

where h(k, l) becomes significant (to see these regions, refer to
Figure 2 (Left)).

We are now ready to explain how the above provides insight into

the question of dealing with noise. As described in [16], heuristic

methods used in active probing can be understood from the view-

point that delay data consists of a mixture of different signatures

viewed though noise. For example as mentioned earlier, probe-gap

type methods such as packet-pair rely on discretised packet spacing

signatures generated if and only if probes share the same busy pe-

riod. Scenarios where the probes do not share the same busy period

amount to a highly non-linear ‘queueing-theoretic noise’.

The busy-period/idle-period distinction is a fundamental one in

active probing and lies at the heart of most heuristic methods. How-

ever, it has the serious limitation that the data corresponding to the

noise is entirely wasted, only a strict signature is exploitable, and

what to do if it is not even there? Instead of an approach governed

strictly by the idle/busy distinction, we first employ conditioning

with respect toR, thereby providing a sequence of subsets of probe
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Figure 3: Estimator bias and variance as a function of r. The

horizontal line is the true value of c(l). The dashed lines show
the average estimates as a function of r. The solid lines are one

standard deviation above (or below) the average estimates. (a)

l = −3p/d, or −120 bytes. Strong bias begins at 80 bytes. (b)
l = −8p/d, or −320 bytes. Strong bias begins at 280 bytes.

delay, indexed by r. These subsets vary in their proportions of
probes pairs which share, or not, the same busy period, but we ex-

clude none a priori, and from each an estimate can be obtained. For

large enough r, the sets obey r ≥ t − x and therefore contain only
busy cases, so that estimates based on these are bias free. As we

enter the strip at smaller r, this is no longer the case but it remains
approximately so until the region where h(k, l) is appreciable is
reached. From this viewpoint, conditioning provides a sequence of

data subsets, indexed by r, associated to estimators with ordered
bias and variance properties. Estimation with noise can now be

framed as an optimisation problem, whereby the point along the

sequence from which we are prepared to accept estimates (i.e. the

value of r) is decided based on some metric combining bias, vari-

ance, and perhaps cost.

The benefit of being flexible enough to accept the idle cases is

immediately apparent in the example of Figure 3(a), where, as r

drops below t − x nothing dramatic occurs! This is because the
h(k, l) is very small near the edge of the strip, so the increase in
bias is negligible at that point compared to the benefit of including

the extra data points.

5. ESTIMATING CROSS TRAFFIC
In this section we show how the inversion method and condi-

tioning insights discussed above can be used to develop effective

estimators for cross traffic.

5.1 Defining an Estimator
Our starting point is, again, Equation (13) for c(l), an expression

which used a single, fixed value of r ≥ t − x. In practice data will
contain many r values, and we wish to combine these to improve
estimation. A good way of doing so is by using a convex linear

combination to obtain a new expression for c(l):

c(l) =

∞
X

r′=t−x

ar′−(t−x)fr′(l + r′ + x), (18)

where the ai are any set of non-negative weights that sum to unity.

We focus mainly on one example employing weights which reflect

the data available: ar′−(t−x) = P (R = r′|R ≥ t − x). It turns
out that the resulting expression is the same as if we had set out,

looking across different r values, to explicitly collect together all
relevant observations with constant delay variation u:

P (S − R = u|R ≥ t − x)

= P (x + C = u|R ≥ t − x) = P (C = u − x)

=
∞

X

r=t−x

P (S − R = u, R = r)/P (R ≥ t − x)

=

∞
X

r=t−x

P (S − R = u|R = r)P (R = r))/P (R ≥ t − x)

which is of the form of Equation (18). Defining gr(u) to be P (S−
R = u|R ≥ r), we get:

c(l) = gt−x(l + x). (19)

In [12] an estimator was also developed and analysed based on uni-

form weights, but we omit this here.

Following our discussion of the previous section, we now for-

malise the idea that h(k, l) is small close enough to the lower bound-
ary of the strip.

Approximation: for each l, assume that there is a kl inside the

strip (i.e. kl ∈ [l, l + t − 1]) such that h(k, l) = 0 for all (k, l)
directly below, and below and to the right of, the point (kl, l). Un-
der this approximation, Equation (19) continues to hold not just for

t − x but for other values inside the strip, that is c(l) = gr(l + x)
for any r ≥ rl, where rl = kl − l − x.

From expression to estimator: From our expression for c(l) we
define an estimator by replacing the underlying fr′(l+r′+x) terms
with empirical frequencies to obtain an empirical form ĝr(l +x) of
gr(l + x), and hence ĉ(l) = ĝr(l + x).

From density to CDF: Since the density c(l) is typically small,
ĉ(l) usually has large relative errors. Hence, we move to estimating
the CDF C(l) as

Ĉ(l) =

l
X

i=−t

ĉ(i). (20)

This can be rewritten as Ĉ(l) = Ĝr(l + x) where Ĝr(u) is the
empirical CDF of ĝr(l+x), corresponding to the observable P (S−
R ≤ u|R ≥ r). In the above definition, the value of r(l) is a
parameter that must be chosen for each l.

Importance of Data Coverage: In Figure 4(a) where ρ = 0.8, we
examine CDF estimates obtained with r(l) taking the fixed value
4p/d. We plot the true CDF and the expected value of the CDF es-
timator - bias is clearly small at each l. We also show several sam-
ple functions. Their small spread is a visual indication of the low

variance of the estimator. But, it does depend on l. In Figure 4(b)
we plot the expected CDF estimates for ρ = 0.4 using r(l) = 3p/d
and r(l) = 4p/d. We see that the bias has clearly degraded with
the lower utilisation. This is because, as ρ decreases, the angle
density a(k, l) shrinks towards the top left corner of the strip while
h moves towards the lower left corner. This is shown in Figure 5
where we plot both a(k, l) (shading) and h(k, l) (contours). This is
an example of a general insight: to resolve h well across the (k, l)
plane, we need a sufficient ‘coverage’ of angle density. Whether or

not this is achieved will depend on the number of observations as

well as the queueing statistics, which are a function of ρ, or more
precisely, of the combined cross traffic and probe traffic processes.

In a nutshell, we need large enough delays so that angle mass will

overlap with h(k, l). Larger utilisation and burstiness help here.
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Figure 5: Superimposing angle density (shading) onto contours

of h(k, l) for ρ = 0.4 (left) and ρ = 0.8 (right). The degree of
coverage of h by the angle density varies significantly.

Adaptive r(l): When data coverage is poor the choice of r(l) is
crucial. Consider Figure 4(b): for small l values, r(l) = 3p/d
performs better, whereas r(l) = 4p/d is better when l is large. The
hybrid choice shown in Figure 4(b) that selects r(l) depending on
l results in better performance than either of the static ones. This
motivates us to propose the following adaptive algorithm.

Saturation Algorithm: For each l, the algorithm attempts to choose
a “good” point in the bias-variance tradeoff curve (see Figure 3) by

setting r(l) to the largest r value after which significant variance

is likely. More precisely, we calculate Ĉ(l) using values of r(l)
from 0 to t − x, then smooth this function using a moving average
with window width w. Moving upwards from 0, we set r(l) to the

first r ≤ t − x at which the smoothed Ĉ(l) decreases, else we set
r = t − x. If variance were zero, the smoothed CDF would of
course be non-decreasing. The intuition is that the first decrease

reveals where the variability (variance) must have begun to over-

come bias. We experimented with a range of w values (see [12])
and found the results to be relatively insensitive. Throughout this

paper, we use w = t/10d.

Need for Monotonicity: The estimator Ĝr(.) of the CDF Gr(.)

monotonically increases from 0 to 1, as a CDF should. As Ĉ(l)

is based directly on Ĝr(.) when r(l) is constant, it inherits this
very important property. However, although an adaptive r(l) en-
sures that the CDF lies in [0, 1] it does not guarantee monotonicity.
This is because estimation errors can causeGr1(l) to be larger than
Gr2(l + 1) for r1 6= r2. Hence, it is necessary to ‘monotonize’

the ‘raw’ estimates of Ĉ(l) obtained using the saturation algorithm.
We use a data pinning algorithm that ranks the accuracy of esti-

mates based on the amount of data used to calculate them. Specifi-

cally, for each l, this algorithm calculates nl, the number of probes

for which r ≥ r(l). In order of decreasing size of nl, it assigns

Ĉ(l). Estimates for an l value are adjusted using already-assigned
estimates to ensure monotonicity.

5.2 Performance: Simulations
In this section we investigate the performance of variants of Ĉ(l)

which differ in the way r(l) is chosen. Two ‘naive’ estimators use
r = 0 and r = t− x. The former is motivated by the naive packet-
pair heuristic (for example, [18]) and the latter is an estimator that

chooses the smallest value with no bias and ignores variance. A

third constant r(l) estimator is included using a value between
these two extremes, so that an average of 8 observations satisfy
R ≥ r. Each of these three uses fixed r values which ignore data
availability. In contrast, the constant adaptive r estimator chooses
the largest r ≤ t − x so that at least m (for some fixed m) obser-
vations satisfy R ≥ r. It attempts to minimize bias (i.e. chooses r
as large as possible), whilst ensuring that at least a bare minimum

amount of data is available. Here r(l) is fixed in any given experi-
ment but varies across experiments. The final composite estimator

chooses r(l) using the saturation algorithm. We initially omit the
monotonization step, in order to test the potential of the r(l) adap-
tivity in isolation (more details below).

We abandon the simplistic constant packet sizes and use a re-

alistic tri-modal distribution with non-zero density at 40, 580 and
1500 bytes. We continue to use Poisson cross-traffic arrivals and
probes of size 40 bytes. We first plot performance results in the
form of per-l bias and variance of Ĉ(l) for ρ = 0.2 and t = 10p/d
in Figure 6. As expected, the bias of r = 0 is highest whereas its
variance is the lowest. In contrast, r = t − x has the least bias
but the most variance. The other three estimators perform well but

their comparative performance depends both on l, and whether bias
or variance is examined.
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Figure 6: Examples of expectation (top curves) and standard

deviation (bottom curves) of Ĉ(l) for ρ = 0.2. Here, r(l) is the
composite estimator without monotonization.

To obtain a clearer picture of overall performance, and how it

varies with parameters, we move from the detailed view of Fig-

ure 6 to a metric that yields a single number per CDF estimate. We

use a L1-norm: the average difference between the true and esti-

mated CDFs1. Since bias and variance are both important, we plot

the Mean Square Error (MSE=bias2 + variance) of the L1-norm

1As Ĉ(l) = 1 for l large enough, an average over the infinite l-axis
is 0, hence we calculate it only up to the 0.95 quantile.
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values. We also use the Sup-norm which represents the worst-case

difference between the estimated and actual CDFs. Due to lack of

space, we mostly show results with the L1-norm; Sup-norm results

are broadly similar (see [12]).

In Figure 7 we plot the L1-norm performance of the various Ĉ(l)
variants described earlier, over the (ρ, t) space which controls h
and therefore C. In Figure 7(a) we vary ρ for t = 1.67pmax/d
where pmax is 1500 bytes. All estimators steadily improve with
ρ as data availability increases. However, the naive packet pair
heuristic r = 0 performs poorly due to high bias, even though
t is only 1.67 times bigger than the nominal separation pmax/d
it requires. The estimators based on conditioning perform much

better at all ρ. They give similar results for ρ ≥ 0.4 because data
then becomes so plentiful that the r(l) values default to r = t − x,
so they effectively become the same estimator.
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Figure 8: Traffic characteristics at the OC-3 link. Top: byte

intensity measured over 1 [sec] intervals. Five 5 [min] long re-

gions are identified with a spread of ρ values. Bottom plots:
lag-1 autocorrelation estimates, based on looking at A(t) for
t = 1ms and t = 0.25ms, calculated over 5 minute intervals.

Figure 7(b) shows the effect of increasing t by a factor of 4. The
effective loss of available data sees r = t − x performing poorly
now until ρ is at least 0.8, since there is little mass to the right of
the strip, except at very high utilisation. At ρ = 0.1, coverage is
so poor that all methods have errors close to the worst possible.

Once there is some coverage at higher ρ, significant improvement
is achieved by our estimators as they can exploit it by using r values

which enter into the strip, but not too deeply. The adaptive estima-

tors all perform well but the need to choose m wisely is apparent.
The adaptive and constant variants ofm = 8 perform similarly, al-

though the adaptive one is consistently slightly better. Finally, the

composite estimator shows uniformly good results, demonstrating

that r(l) is successfully adapting to the changes in coverage and
available data. In Figure 7(c) we show the effect of increasing t for
ρ = 0.6. Not surprisingly, as t increases coverage is reduced and
all estimators perform worse (the dip in some cases at large t is due
to variability in our estimates). As before, the naive estimators are

easily outperformed by employing conditioning.

In each case above we find that the composite estimator read-

ily adapts to changing conditions, whereas the constant adaptive r
estimator requires a good choice of m. As the composite estima-
tor shows promise, we investigated the impact of monotonizing it

using four alternatives including data pinning. We found that data

pinning performs best, and that the impact of monotonisation using

it is small (details appear in [12]).

6. TRACE ANALYSIS
In this section we use real data from core Internet routers to

demonstrate the performance of our estimators with real traffic. We

use both passive trace data, and a unique data set involving simul-

taneous passive capture and active probing.

6.1 Tracedriven Simulations
Our first set of experiments used cross-traffic traces from the full

router experiment described in [4]. This experiment recorded all

packets entering every interface of an edge router in a tier-1 ISP
over a 13-hour time period. A particular OC-3 output interface of
this router had a reasonably high utilization. We replayed the in-

puts to this interface as the input cross-traffic to our FIFO simulator

along with probe traffic. By using these traces, we do more than

make use of a source of realistic cross traffic. Because of the com-

plete monitoring, fine-grained detail of all input packets destined

to the chosen output were also available. It was therefore possible

to reproduce the true (B, C) values, and compare them to those

predicted by ĥ(k, l).
As these traces are real, we did not control ρ a priori. To ob-

tain a spread of values, we first observed the actual traffic intensity,

averaged over 1 second intervals, of bytes to the OC-3 link. As
shown in the top curves of Figure 8, these ranged from ρ = 0.4
to 0.7. Five 5-minute portions of the trace, identified in order of
decreasing ρ as P1, P2, P3, P5 and P4, were chosen to provide a
spread across this range. We used the cross-traffic arrival processes

corresponding to these portions to drive the simulations.

We made an attempt to measure the degree to which the trace

obeys the assumption that Rn is independent of (Bn, Cn). Since
this assumption is implied by a stronger condition, namely, the in-

dependence of A(t) in consecutive time intervals, we investigated
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Figure 9: Estimator L1-norm performance using router traces. We use data pinningmonotonic algorithm with r(l). (a) As a function

of ρ, t = 6.45pmax/d (500µs); (b) As a function of ρ, t = 25.8pmax/d (2ms); (c) Dependence on t, with ρ = 0.6.

if such independence is supported or not. In particular, we esti-

mated the 1st lag correlation coefficient for the time series A(t)
corresponding to the number of bytes in non-overlapping intervals

of width t across the trace. The results are shown in Figure 8 for
t = 0.25ms and t = 1ms. We see that the correlation is small
over the trace and reasonably consistent with independence. Not

surprisingly, it holds a little better for the larger value of t = 1ms.
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Figure 10: Comparison of measured and estimated h(k, l) for
P1 (300, 000 probe packets), with d = 10 and plotting resolu-
tion of 5d or 0.1ms for t = 12.9pmax/d (0.001s).

Since we could calculate the joint statistics of (B, C) from the
trace, we first explored our ability to estimate h(k, l). We esti-
mated h(k, l) using a straightforward adaptation of Equation (16)
and (14). Figure 10 shows the comparison. Despite the fact that the

estimation of a 2-dimensional distribution is inherently difficult, it

is clear that the essence of the queueing behavior at this timescales

as encapsulated in the (B,C) data is being captured.
We also analyzed the distribution of excess packet delays, due

to the trace traffic alone, for P1 to P5. There is a considerable
spread across the different sub-traces, and therefore the delays ex-

perienced by probes in the corresponding experiments will likewise

differ, resulting in different available data and thereby different es-

timator performance. To get a feeling for the trace data, note that

the quantile r0.99 is greater than 0.25ms in all cases, but not more
than 1ms except in P1 where the intensity is highest.
Examples of individual estimates are given in Figure 11 to show

the effects of utilisation and the number of probes n. We see that
each has a dramatic impact on the ability of the estimator to see the

numerous atoms of the true distribution, and hence to recover the

structure of the CDF. The utilisation has the largest impact, and can

be thought of as controlling the overall bias, whereas increasing n
improves the reproduction of the CDF structure, thereby reducing

error in a given sample, or equivalently, it provides more data which

decreases variance.

Figure 9 is the analogous result to Figure 7 using n = 500 and

a discretization level of d = 10 bytes per slot. Here the t values
are larger than those used before. The relative performance across

estimators is similar to that seen earlier and the absolute perfor-

mance is reasonable at the values of ρ available. The t depen-
dence explored in Figure 9(c) again reinforces the findings from

the previous section. The composite estimator, using data pinning,

is the best performer, and the same is true with the Sup-norm (not

shown). However, we see that for large enough t, the difference
between estimators begins to diminish as they are asked to deliver

the impossible as coverage shrinks to zero.

6.2 ActivePassive Experiment
To test our estimators in real network conditions, we conducted

novel experiments in which we sent probe streams along a path in a

tier-1 ISP. In a true multi-hop path, the links other than the predom-
inant bottleneck add noise to the observations. Other factors such

as path persistence of cross-traffic also affect performance. Quan-

tifying these is extremely path-dependent and out of our scope.

We chose a router in a tier-1 ISP that had an OC-192 link with
utilization around 50% (ρ = 0.5). We injected probes across this
router through an active measurement device, in fact an Ixia 400T
[5] specialized hardware device typically used to test routers. This

device sent probe packets on an OC-12 link to an intermediate

router. The latter forwarded the generated packets to our chosen

router over an un-utilized OC-48 link. Probes were given suitable

IP addresses so that they would be output on the target OC-192 link.

We programmed the active probing device using a Tcl command-

line interface in order to generate our probe streams. Due to load

issues, we could not generate periodic streams. Hence, we used

widely-separated probe pairs with intra-pair separation t to collect
(R, S) observations. Cross traffic was not controlled in any way.
We monitored the input OC-48 and output OC-192 links using

GPS-synchronized DAG cards to obtain arrival and departure times

of probes. The output link monitor provided us with the depar-
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Figure 11: Sample estimates with different number of probes n
for P1(ρ = 68%), P4(ρ = 31%) with t = 12.9pmax/d (1ms).
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Figure 12: Estimator performance in live active/passive exper-

iments. Dependence on t (ρ = 0.50).

ture timestamps of the intervening cross-traffic. These timestamps

which were accurate to sub-microsecond levels and allowed us to

calculate the empiricalA(t). Since the arrival timestamps of cross-
traffic to the output queue could not be measured, we could not

calculateB(t). Hence we evaluated the performance of our estima-
tors through C(l) only. Due to probing load constraints we could
only conduct N = 10 experiments at a particular time. We sent
n = 250 probe pairs, for a range of separations t ∗ d varying from
625 bytes (t = 500ns) to 40KB (32µs). To achieve such small
separations using an OC-12 link, we used small probes of size 40
bytes. Utilization levels could not be controlled, but estimator per-

formance could nonetheless be tested under operational conditions

for a range of timescales t.
The resulting t dependence performance curves are plotted in

Figure 12. We plot both the MSE of the L1-norm and Sup-norm.

Although here we control neither the queueing model nor the cross

traffic, the results, at least for td ≥ 5KB, are reminiscent of those
seen earlier. In particular, the composite estimator performs the

best, with an error much smaller than that of the naive r = 0 esti-
mator over a wide range of t. As t increases, performance worsens
much more slowly using the composite or m = 8 adaptive esti-
mator than the naive r = t − x estimator. The graphs show that
estimates withMSE not exceeding 0.2 can be obtained even for t∗d
about 10 times the transmission time of pmax = 1500 bytes. For
very small t values near 1µs, we see a clear increase in MSE. There
are several possible reasons for this. First, we observed that errors

in our probe generation times (essentially, our control of t) could
be as large as 50% over these scales. Second, Rn and (Bn, Cn)
may be quite dependent at these time scales.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We provide a basis for a rigorous, probabilistic approach to ac-

tive probing, as well as some of its early fruits. These are: the first

(to our knowledge) system identifiability result involving cross-

traffic, a rigorous approach to dealing with noise (based on delay

conditioning) with inherently ordered bias and variance properties,

and a novel estimator class capable of detecting a point along that

sequence where the bias/variance tradeoff is good, even in extreme

cases with almost no data. The analysis is based on a single hop and

technical assumptions are required. However, experiments using

real data, including novel combined active/passive measurements,

show the promise of the technique, notably its ability to extend the

timescale to which packet-pair approach can be applied, and to un-

derstand (through the concept of coverage) exactly how and when

it will fail. Future work will focus on the extension of the con-

ditioning approach and results to multiple hops, and the analytic

evaluation of the performance of the estimators.
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